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Purpose:
Morty’s Feelings Bingo utilizes the many faces of Morty. It is focused on developing feelings literacy and 
sharing fun together.

Materials:
• You will need a copy of the accompanying Morty Monster Bingo Board for each student

• Students will need a pencil or pen

• Students will need 4 counters or bits and bobs each to place over chosen feeling faces on  
 their boards.

• Option- you may like to project the re-writable e-version of Morty’s Bingo board onto a wall to  
 fill in feeling words with the students.

What you might say and do:
1. Morty’s back to play his favourite game with us. He looooves  
 Bingo so much he’s made up his own version of the game!

2.  Share the accompanying ‘Morty Monster Bingo Board’ and  
 counters with the students.

3.  As a group, go through the bingo board to agree on a feeling  
 word that might go under each of Morty’s 12 feeling faces.  
 These might be local language words or english words.  
 Students can write these feeling words beneath the agreed  
 upon feeling face.

 Option - teachers can choose to project an electronic version  
 of the playing board onto a screen and type in the feelings the  
 children identify for Morty’s feeling faces on the re-writable  
 e-doc. They can refer to this throughout the game by hovering  
 a mouse over each identified feeling face.

4.  Encourage the students to choose any 4 Morty feeling faces  
 on their board and to put counters on top of each of their 4  
 chosen feeling faces.
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5.  Explain that when the child hears any of those 4 feeling faces read out, they should take the counter  
 resting on that face off the board. When the bingo announcer reads out all four feeling faces students  
 have their counters resting on they need to yell out Bingo! Whoever yells out bingo first wins that round.  
 Play as many rounds as you like.

6.  After a while students might like to have a go at being the bingo announcer with the Morty Doll by  
 their side.

Reflective Questions emerging from the game:
• Wonder out loud if any of the students can think of a time they felt like Morty felt in any of the bingo  
 pictures?

• What happened to that feeling, did it get stronger, turn into another feeling, or float away? How long did  
 that take?

• Have students seen anyone with a similar feeling face to one of the ones on the bingo board in the past  
 week? What was that like for them?
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